Freegrounds Junior School - Topic Plan

Year Group: 3

Topic Title: THE GREAT CHRISTMAS BAKE OFF

Term: Autumn 2

ENGLISH

HOOK:

DT

Write to describe a wintery scene to chill every reader.
Explore the language and perform the poem ‘Snow’ .
Use the text ‘Snow’ as stimulus for writing a range of syllabic poetry.

Winter’s Child Story

 Know how to prepare and cook safely and hygienically .
 Use a range of techniques such as chopping, grating, mixing, and baking.
 Know that a healthy diet is made up from a variety and balance of
different food and drink, as depicted in the eat-well plate.
 Know that to be active and healthy, food and drink are needed to
provide energy for the body.

Ice experiments and art
FABULOUS FINISH:

Texts
Angela Mcallister—Winter’s Child
Snow—by Walter de la Mare
Philip Reeve & Sarah McIntyre—Pugs of the Frozen North

Winter Warmer event celebrating
and performing Winter dances and
Christmas songs.

As food technicians, we will be preparing and cooking different savoury foods that
form part of a balanced afternoon tea.

SCIENCE






Investigate how food is broken down by the teeth, digested in the
stomach and intestines and where nutrients go into the blood.
Find out how different animals are adapted to eat different foods.
Explore how nutrients produced by plants move through a food chain,
identifying producers, predators and prey.
Find out about the different types of teeth humans and animals have
and the different jobs they do.

As scientists, we will be investigating how food moves through the digestive system
and the nutrients different foods give us. We will compare human and animal teeth,
considering what is similar and what is different and why.

MUSIC





Sing in tune and perform simple melodic and rhythmic parts.
Develop an understanding of the history of music.
Perform long and short sounds on a variety of musical instruments
Compose music with rhythmic phrases.

As musicians, we will be listening to a variety of Christmas songs, exploring
how they have changed and composing our own Christmas music.

Religious Education

PE and Games

French

PSHE

Concept: Holy

Dance and Multi-skills

My family, colours and counting

My Responsibilities

 Describe the concept of holy
 Describe how Christians show that they
believe Mary is holy
 Evaluate the concept of holy by describing
the value of Mary’s holiness to believers
 Describe responses to the concept of holy
 Describe examples of how ideas about
holiness affect peoples lives

Move with increased control, co-ordination
and poise, develop flexibility, strength, and
balance
Perform dances using a range of movement
patterns
 Improve skills of handling, hitting and kicking
using a variety of equipment and progress
from developing individual skills and games
to small-sided adapted and mini games

Recognise and understand some familiar
words and phrases in written form

Explain the responsibilities we have for
keeping ourselves safe

Communicate with others using simple
words and phrases

Know who and how they can help
people and the people who help them

Listen to familiar spoken words and
phrases

Circle Time
We will be using circle time to
communicate effectively and discuss
everyday issues around us.

